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Overview

ICT investment trends in Australia

presents the findings from a survey of 91 Australian enterprises regarding their Information &

Communications Technology (ICT) investment trends. The survey investigates how Australian

enterprises currently allocate their ICT budgets across the core areas of enterprise ICT

expenditure: hardware, software, IT services, and communications.

The report illustrates the core technologies that enterprises are investing in, including IoT, cloud

computing, security services, and network services. The survey also highlights the approach to

purchasing technology adopted by enterprises in Australia.

Click here for sample report @ https://www.wiseguyreports.com/sample-request/640565-ict-

investment-trends-in-end-of-2017

Synopsis

A significant research infrastructure, skilled and experienced workforce, and low development

cost is making Australia a strategic location for a range of ICT activities.

The Australian government is keen on promoting research and development in the ICT sector

and has announced grants for expanding research capabilities to support the adoption of ICT. 

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.wiseguyreports.com/sample-request/640565-ict-investment-trends-in-end-of-2017
https://www.wiseguyreports.com/sample-request/640565-ict-investment-trends-in-end-of-2017


SaaS (software as a service) has been the most preferred cloud computing solution area in 2015,

with the Australian enterprises spending 36% of their average ICT budget on this service.

Meanwhile, the IT investment strategy of Australian enterprises is primarily guided by the

business objectives of ‘increase customer satisfaction’, ‘improve supplier intimacy’, and ‘new

products, services and business models’.
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